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DRINKWARE

By drinking water from a BPA-free water bottle 
you are eliminating a main source contributing 
to higher BPA levels in your body. For improved 
health and to decrease the risks of the health 
effects above, we recommend choosing BPA-free 
drinking bottles from Colorissimo®.



1. WATER BOTTLE COLORISSIMO, 600 ml. (HB01)
2. WATER BOTTLE COLORISSIMO, 700 ml. (HB02)
3. THERMAL MUG COLORISSIMO, 450 ml. (HD02)
4. THERMAL MUG COLORISSIMO, 450 ml. (HD01)
5. THERMOS COLORISSIMO, 500 ml. (HT01)
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DRINKWARE



DRINKWARE SETS

WATER BOTTLE
& THERMAL MUG SET
(HB02/HD02)

THERMAL MUG
& WATER BOTTLE
SET (HD01/HB01)



DRINKWARE SETS

THERMAL MUG
& THERMOS SET
(HD01/HT01)

WATER BOTTLE
& THERMOS SET
(HB01/HT01)



BLUETOOTH MICROPHONE HANDS FREE CALL

SURRON SPEAKER (PS20)

Bluetooth speaker with great 2 x 3W power
and a range of up to 10 metres. Features 
a built-in 800 mAh lithium battery. Wide frequency 
response from 90 Hz to 20 KHz. The speaker also has 
a built-in microphone, which makes it possible 
to make telephone calls.

ELECTRONICS

COLOUR SOUND SPEAKER (PS05)

The Colour Sound speaker is a comfortable,
compact speaker with a clear sound, with 3W 
power and a range of up to 10 metres.
The speaker also has a built-in microphone, 
which makes it possible to make telephone calls.



BLUETOOTH MICROPHONE PLAYBACK 10H

WIRELESS HEADPHONES COLORISSIMO (PH20)

With up to 10 hours of battery life, Colorissimo Wireless 
Headphones is perfect for everyday. Enjoy ultra clear and 
deep sound with Bluetooth® V5.0 wireless listening freedom. 
The on-ear, cushioned ear cups are adjustable so you can 
customize your fit for all-day comfort. 
Fast charging gives hours of playback.
Frequency response: 20Hz-20KHz

ELECTRONICS



ELECTRONICS
1. DESK CHARGER POWER TOWER (PT50)
2. RAY POWER BANK 4000 mAh (PB40)
3. DUO POWER BANK 5200 mAh WITH LED LAMP (PB54)
4. DUO POWER BANK 2600 mAh (PB28)
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1x AA BATTERY 
INCLUDED

SILENT MODE

ANODIZED 
ALUMINIUM

Aluminium

WALL CLOCK

WALL CLOCK SAINT-TROPEZ (WS04)

A Wall clock with a black anodized aluminum frame 
and a glass cover shield. The tips are black and white, 
clearly visible and the logo will be extremely clear. 
The clock is equipped with a silent quartz movement 
mechanism, which provides durability and precise time. 



METAL TOOLS

1. LARGE MULTITOOL COLORADO (MM02)
2. EMERGENCY CAR KNIFE EXTREME 3in1 (MK01)
3. LARGE MULTITOOL RUBBY (MM04)
4. LED TORCH RUBBY (MT02)
5. LED TORCH COLORADO (MT01)
6. POCKET KNIFE COLORADO (MA01)
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PRACTICAL SETS

SET: LED TORCH & A POCKET KNIFE
(MSET03)

Set Colorado I includes a LED flashlight
and a pocket knife. Packed in elegant box.
Available in 9 colours.

SET: TORCH & LARGE MULTITOOL
COLORADO (MSET02)

Durable Colorado kit includes a LED
flashlight and a large multitool, perfect
for outdoor activities. Packed in elegant box.
Available in 9 colours.



1000010000

BREATHABLE WINDPROOFWARM SOFTSHELLS

WOMEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKETS (DJ2) 
MEN’S SOFTSHELL JACKETS (DJ1)

The Colorissimo Softshell jacket provides 
extra warmth and weather protection when
keeping active in harsh conditions outdoors.



DAS
double

automatic
system

UMBRELLA CAMBRIDGE (US20)

A very robust umbrella from the Cambridge collection with 
DAS (Double Automatic System) and an antiwind system. 
The frame is made from metal and the handle is covered 
with ABS plastic for a safe grip and a nice feeling. It is ideal 
for women’s handbags.

SAINT TROPEZ UMBRELLA (UP30)

An automatic two-color umbrella Saint-Tropez 
with 8 panels, a steel frame and a rubberized 
handle. The combination of two classical colors 
and a modern shape. Packed in a protective cover.

QUALITY UMBRELLAS



SYSTEM

AIR
CHANNEL

LIGHTWEIGHT

RAIN COVER

1. OUTDOOR BACKPACK FLASH L (LPN501) 
2. OUTDOOR BACKPACK FLASH M (LPN525)

Very functional traveller’s backpacks made of high-quality 
materials. The backpacks are equipped with reinforced and 
padded back with air channel system, reflective elements,  
rain polyester cover.
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OUTDOOR BACKPACKS



SYSTEM

AIR
CHANNEL

LIGHTWEIGHT

SPORT BACKPACK FLASH S (LPN550)

Sport backpack Flash S has a headphone output, 
breathable back, reflective elements, side mesh pockets 
and 1 main pocket with an internal organiser, as well as 
1 small zipped pocket on the front of the backpack.  
Perfect for short trips.

HIP BAG FLASH (LNN501)

Hip Bag from the Flash collection made
of tear-resistant, very durable material.
It has a capacious pocket closed with a zipper.
Equipped with an adjustable strap, headphone
output and air flow system on the back.

OUTDOOR BACKPACKS



LIGHTWEIGHT
& DURABLE

SHOE POCKET
INSIDE THE BAG

SPORT’S BAG FLASH (LSN501)

Original bags made of modern materials
resistant to mechanical damage, and at the same
time extremely light. The products are made
in accordance with the REACH certificate. 

SPORT BAGS



LIGHTWEIGHT
& DURABLE

SHOE POCKET
INSIDE THE BAG

SPORT & TRAVEL BAG MASTER (LS41)

Sports bag Master made of super-durable 
materials resistant to abrasion and lightness. 
It is equipped with a shoe pocket, roomy main 
compartment and a smaller external pocket 
with zipper closur 

TOILETRY BAG MASTER (FT41)

Toiletry bag Master which has a large chamber 
with compartments for toiletries and a handheld 
metal hook. Lightweight and compact 
– perfect for business trips, summer vacations 
and for the gym.

SPORT BAGS



LAPTOP POCKET
INSIDE THE BACKPACK SYSTEM

AIR
CHANNEL

VOYAGER I BUSINESS BACKPACK
(LPN650-BL)

Business backpack Voyager I, made of top quality 
materials: 1680D polyester and dobby polyester.  
It has large single compartment with  
a laptop pocket Includes key fob, multiple pockets 
for organization and padded top handle for a 
comfortable carry option.

VOYAGER II LAPTOP & DOCUMENT BACKPACK
(LPN600-BL)

Business backpack Voyager II, made of the 1680 polyester 
for strength and abrasion resistance. Includes a rigid 
laptop pocket and space for document, air channel 
system on the back, lumbar support, gunmetal zipper 
pulls and solid top carry handle.

LAPTOP BACKPACKS



LAPTOP POCKET
INSIDE THE BACKPACK

LAPTOP BAGS

LAPTOP BAG MISTRAL (LLN211)

Laptop bag Mistral made of special polyester 
increasing the resistance of product. Ultralight, it has 
a main compartment with space for laptop 15” and 
a smaller zipped pocket inside. Bag has two plastic 
bumpers on the bottom protecting from dirt and 
soaking. Additionally equipped with metal fittings. 
Measurements: 410x300x85 mm
Materials: poliester poly filamem 210X210D
Packing: foil
Printing: S




